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Low temperature combustion (LTC) diesel engines have higher fuel efficiency and produce 
less NOx and particulate matters (PM) compared to traditional diesel engines. Similarly, 
natural gas vehicles (NGVs) are relatively clean and emit less CO2 compared to gasoline-
powered cars. To leverage the benefits of these new engine technologies, they need to be 
paired with an advanced emission aftertreatment system. LTC engines require cold-start 
solutions and a low temperature diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC) that can cope with higher 
concentrations of CO and unburned hydrocarbons (HC). NGVs require modified three-way 
catalytic converters that can also oxidize methane; we refer to them as four-way catalytic 
converters (FWC).
To address cold-start NOx emissions, we study Pd-exchanged zeolites as passive NOx 
adsorbers (PNAs) to store NOx at low temperature and release it at higher temperature to a 
downstream DOC to adjust the NO/NO2 ratio, followed by a reduction catalyst, which 
converts NOx to N2. Given the complex gas phase composition, transient NOx storage and 
oxidation experiments exhibit a number of peculiar features, which we attempt to describe 
with a comprehensive mechanistic study. Our proposed mechanism assigns specific roles to 
H2O and CO, i.e., the two compounds that effect the most significant change to NOx uptake 
and release compared to studies with dry and pure feed. Next, we use computational 
screening for rapid catalyst discovery for DOC and FWC oxidation catalysts. Guided by our 
simulations, we have developed a dual-stage DOC prototype alloy catalyst and reactor 
configuration, which is able to meet the Department of Energy 150 C challenge for CO 
oxidation in mixtures of CO/NO, CO/C3H6, CO/NO/ C3H6, and even CO/NO/C3H6/H2O. 
Similarly, we have optimized FWCs comprised of platinum group metals (PGM) and spinel 
oxides as dynamic oxygen storage materials. Modifications of both the PGM component and 
the spinel composition have led to substantial reductions in CH4 light-off temperature under 
cyclic operating conditions.
Collectively, these significant, computationally driven advances in various aspects of vehicle 
emission control are expected to accelerate the transition to modern and more efficient 
combustion engines with notable reduction in tailpipe emissions.




